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Spell these words:
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Using any book, show

someonein your house

the front cover, the

back cover and the

title page.

Find a brush to use as

a microphone. Re-read

one of your favorite

books as though you

an actor or actress on

stage!

Write or draw the

opposite of these

words:

cold

tall
 

Draw a picture of this

sentence:

There was a red ball

under the tree.

Draw a picture that

starts with each of

the letters below:

h, f, b

How many vowels are

in the word:

sandbox

What vowel can go

into each of these

words?

m_g
c_p
s._n
 

Look at the word:

sit

Change the vowel to

make a new word.

Write all the

uppercase letters of

the alphabet in order.

Read a nonfiction book

and draw a picture of

the main topic.

Which word has 3

syllables?

 

 

Get cozy in your bed

and read a book for 15

minutes.  Write a sentence with

a question mark at

the end.

Draw a picture of 2

things that rhyme with

this word:

hop Draw a picture of this

sentence:

The fat cat wore a

blue hat.   
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Draw a picture that

starts with each of

the letters below:

PFP, W, p

Read a book and retell

the story (beginning,

middle, and end) to

someone in your home.

Draw a picture of this

sentence:

There was a fox in the

box.

Look at the word:

hip

Change the first

letter to make a new

word.

 

Create a sentence

with the following sight

words:

Which word has 2

syllables?

 

How many vowels are

in the word:

chip

Use 3 adjectives to

describe a cat.

 

Grab a flashlight! Read

a book with a

flashlight for 15

minutes.

Read a book and when

you are finished draw

your favorite part.

Whatvowel can go

into each of these

words?

h_n

p-t

w_b

Spell these words:

=
&
 

Draw a picture of this

sentence:

We went to the park

in the rain. Draw a picture of 2

things that rhyme with

this word:

well  Look at the word:

ship

Change the vowel to

make a new word.

Pretend you are a

news reporter and

read one of your

nonfiction books aloud. 
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Draw a picture and

describe your

dream home.

Include labels.

Write a friendly

letter to your

teacher letting

them know what

you’ve been upto.

Finish the sentence:

If I had a magic

wand, I would...

Usingillustrations

only, draw a story

showing why a

character is really

happy.

 

List one perfect

present for

everyone in your

home.

Write a story with

these characters:

 

Usingillustrations

only, draw a

problem and a

solution that might

happen at a beach.

Write a story that

takes place under

the sea.

 Pretend you can

plan a BIG summer

party for you and

all your friends.

Make alist of

everything you'll

need.

Pretend you are

running to become

president of the

United States. List 5

reasons people

should vote for you.

Write a poem about

being home.

Pretend you were a

fish in fish tank at

someone’s house.

Write how you

would escape.

 

Would you rather

fly or be invisible?

Give 3 reasons why. Whatis your

favorite TV show?

Write 3 reasons

whyyoulove it so

much. Draw a picture of

you as an adult.

Label where you

are and what

you're doing. Make a list of your

5 favorite dinner

meals. Put them in

order from most

favorite to least  favorite.

 



 

 

How do you take

care of plants?

Make list with

sometips.

Write an acrostic

poem using the first

letters of your

name.

Write a story about

an alien who landed

in your backyard.

Write a story with

these characters:

 

 

Pretend you are a

bumblebee. Write

about what you do

each day.

Write two of your

favorite memories

from the summer.

What are some

ways to have fun

when you're feeling

bored? Make a list

of 7 things to do.

Would you rather go

to the zoo or the

aquarium? Give 2

reasons why.

 

Using illustrations

only, draw a story

showing why a

character is sad.

Write a friendly

letter to your

principal.

Do you think

kindergarteners

should be able to

chew gum at school?

Give 2 reasons to

support your

answer.

Choose a family

member and pretend

they're in a bad

mood. What are 3

things you can do to

cheer them up?

  Write a story that

takes place in the

deep, dark words.  Draw a picture of

your dream

bedroom. Label

what's inside.  How would you catch

a butterfly? Write

the steps.  Makea list of all

your friends.
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Draw a picture and

solve: 4 + 6 = ?

Find a cube in your

home.

Draw two different

ways to make the

number8.

Find something that is

heavier than you and

lighter than you in

your home.

 

Find something taller

than you and

something shorter

than you in your home.

Find lO of the same

thing in your home.

Count how many doors

are in your home.

Count how many

windows are in your

home. Are there more

doors or windows?

Find 3 circle objects in

your home.

 

How would you make

the number 14?

Find a rectangular

prism in your home.

Find 5 different

objects and put them

in order from

shortest to longest.

Create a story

problem for this

equation:

8-4=4

  Find 20 of the same

thing in your home.

Draw 2 different ways

to make the number12.  Find 4 rectangular

objects in your home.  Draw a picture and

solve: J - 2 =?   
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Create a story

problem for this

equation:

0-3=7

Find a 2D shape and a

3D shape in your

house.

Draw a shape with 3

sides.

Draw a picture of13

circles.

 

Find 9 of the same

object in your house.

How would you make

the number 17?

Draw two different

ways to make the

number 7.

Roll a ball 3 times and

mark where it lands

each time. Compare

the three lengths.

 

Draw a picture and

solve: 5 +4 = ?

Using 2 different color

crayons or markers,

create an AB pattern

and an AAB pattern.

Grab 5 different

utensils and put them

in order from

shortest to longest.

Find a sphere in your

home.

  How would you make

the numberII?

Count how many pairs

of socks you havein

your drawer. Count

how many pairs of

pajamas you havein

your drawer. Which do

you have more of?  Find 3 square objects

in your home.  Draw a picture and

solve: 2+ ? = 10   
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Using LEGOs or

blocks, see how tall

you can build a

towerin 3 minutes.

Make a scrapbook

page with things

you love onit!

Using sidewalk chalk,

create a hopscotch

board.

Make an obstacle

course where you

can't touch the

ground.

 

Design an indoor

treasure hunt and

have someone

search for the

treasure!

Play a board game

of your choice.

Create a new

dessert out of

treats you havein

your home.

Learn how to play a

new card game.

 

Play tic-tac-toe

with someonein
Have breakfast in

Create an obstacle

course that has at
Rearrange your

room to make it fun

  
bed. least 3 differentyour home. and new.

sections.

Find GoNoodle on Make some

YouTube and dance

along to your

favorite videos.  Play indoor hide and

seek.  decorations and

throw a fun dance

party!  Have an indoor or

outdoorpicnic for

lunch.
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Paint a picture of a

flower garden.

Learn how to make

origami.

Using paper or

plastic cups, see

how tall you can

make a tower.

Create a fort or

castle out of an old

cardboard box.

 

Try to bake a new

dessert recipe.

Choose an animal

and learn all about

it on the National

Geographic for Kids

website.

Dress up in your

nicest clothes and

have an at-home

dinner party.

Using LEGOs or

blocks, build a boat

that can float on

water.

 

First, make a list of

lO things you can

find right outside

your home. Then, go

on a nature hunt

and try to find all

10.

Make a friendship

bracelet for your

best friend.

Make an obstacle

course where you

must hop from spot

to spot.

Blow up a balloon

and see how many

times you can pass

it back and forth

withoutit falling.

  Learn how to cook

scrambled eggs.  Go outside and

practice playing

soccer.  Play “I Spy...” Make pizza at home!   




